
Everyone deserves to be honored and celebrated. Inspirus® Celebrates Employee 

Recognition Packages for service milestones, performance awards and retirement 

give you everything you need to easily implement a personalized, cost-effective 

recognition program within your budget. 

Celebrate your people
Create memorable, lasting experiences for your employees’ career milestones

A Customized End-to-End Experience for Employees
A meaningful employee experience that makes them feel valued 
starts with a personalized congratulatory email message from 
your CEO on their service anniversary. Print and digital packages 
with a certificate, an award selection brochure and an easy, 
online ordering catalog complete the journey. Packages expand 
to include branded, beautifully boxed Lucite awards, framed 
certificates and commemorative items.

Employees can choose from a wide variety of awards that are 
meaningful to them using an intuitive online interface and simple 
ordering process. Our curated collections feature 500+ name 
brands and over 100,000 SKUs across a variety of categories 
including luxury and lifestyle products, jewelry and traditional 
merchandise favorites.

Full Administrative Support for Managers

• Budget-aligned, carefully curated gift award levels

• Email reminders, ranging from standard to customized

• 24/7 on-demand reporting via the website

• A survey, complete with benchmarks to gain instant feedback

• Shipping options that include recipient, manager, or bulk to one 
address and progress to more customized possibilities with 
multiple ‘ship to’ locations

• Billing flexibility from a simple, centralized solution to more 
complex for multiple locations

The Gratitude Package, implemented in 
as little as two-three weeks, is designed 
for companies who desire name brand 
awards and a speedy implementation.

The Applause Package is ideal for 
organizations who need segmented 
billing and want to align the program 
with a recognition brand and takes 
approximately four-six weeks to launch.

The Joy Package is for organizations 
with complex data, billing, and multiple 
locations who desire to create their own 
custom assets. This program is our most 
robust, but can be implemented between 
7-12 weeks.
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